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grouping the samples geographically into localities ( Figure S3 ) and calculating venom distance 146 matrices and toxin gene frequencies. Overall genetic differentiation was weak, including 147 between venom A and B localities (Fst = 0.003-0.05) with high levels of gene flow . 148 AMOVA analysis grouping either by venom types or localities confirmed an absence of finer 149 substructure, with most of the variance arising from within individuals (Table S3 ). Partial Mantel 150 tests showed weak association between venom variation and neutral genetic distance; similarly, 151 toxin gene frequencies were not correlated with gene flow (Table 1 ). The complete absence of 152 association between phenotypic variation and neutral genetic differentiation suggests that strong 153 selective forces independent of gene flow are driving the distribution of venom types, not past 154 vicariance.
155
Venom composition is not associated with diet 156 Because the primary function of venom in snakes is the acquisition of prey (9], adaptation to Spearman R partial correlation coefficients multiplied by 100. Proportion of shared alleles (Dps) 172 was used as index for neutral genetic differentiation. Variables selected with the BIOENV 173 procedure to generate climatic and topography distance matrix are reported. Prey spectrum was 174 tested at three taxonomic levels using two metrics: overlap (Bray-Curtis), and niche width 175 (Shannon diversity index). Values with p<0.05 are in italics. Gene frequencies were not 176 significantly correlated with either diet composition or niche width, except PLA2gA1 which 177 showed a significant negative correlation with diet width (family level: r2= 0.49, p= 0.02). Similarly, we found no significant pairwise relationships between frequencies of toxin genes and 181 individual prey species; in particular, neither MTX nor SVMPs, the two main players in the 182 venom dichotomy, were linked to any specific prey. We also tested the hypothesis of an 183 association between toxin diversity and diet niche width, with complex venoms allowing 184 7 predation upon a more diverse array of prey than more streamlined venoms [26] . Interestingly, 185 we found the opposite trend, with venoms A less diverse than B but correlated with broader prey 186 spectra ( Figure S3 ). None of the frequencies of the individual toxin genes were significantly 187 correlated with either diet composition or niche width, except PLA2gA1 which showed a 188 significant negative correlation with diet width (family level: r 2 = 0.49, p= 0.02 Sonoran desert ( Figure S4 ) was reflected in the differentiation across venom A profiles ( Figure   201 3A). Yet, the divergence between A and B venoms was not strongly correlated with any specific 202 environmental variable (Table S4 ). However, across a large, continuous distribution without fitness optima, resulting in the maintenance of disparate, locally adaptive gene complexes.
214
Logistic regression models revealed that certain toxin genes, even though highly co-expressed in 215 some phenotypes, correlate with different ecological variables, suggesting that multiple selective 216 forces orchestrate individual loci to create complex, dynamic phenotypes (Table S4) . Strikingly, 217 genes located few kb apart, such as the PLA2s [18], also display independent associations, 218 demonstrating that divergent selective pressures can differentially affect parts of the same 219 genomic region. This is a novel mechanism, considering that genes coding for the same adaptive 220 phenotype are generally brought closer together by means of chromosomal rearrangements such 221 as inversions or supergenes [30] .
222
Another distinctive feature of the rattlesnake venom system is the retention of structural used for gene structure prediction using Anolis carolinensis or chicken ("Aves generic") as 368 organism-specific gene-finding parameters. To ensure primer specificity and reliability of PCR 369 amplification, we designed primer pairs following several criteria:
370
-multiple primer sets were designed for each selected toxin transcript 371 -primer annealing sites were designed to correspond to uniquely specific gene sequence regions 372 -primer pairs were designed to anneal on two adjacent exons and spanning one intron (Exon-
373
Primed Intron-Crossing -EPIC PCR)
374
-when possible, locus-specific primer sets were designed (see below).
375
PCR primers were designed using the Primer-BLAST tool [49] , and amplification specificity 376 was checked against the two C. scutulatus transcriptomes and the NCBI nucleotide database.
377
In total, 23 PCR primer pairs were designed to amplify 14 toxin isoforms belonging to five 378 multigene families. Mantel tests. Additionally, we tested for correlations between frequencies of individual prey 531 species and toxin genes in order to identify potential key prey species involved in predator-prey 532 arm races.
533
Environmental association analysis (EAA). One key aim was to test whether the observed 534 variation in venom phenotype and toxin gene distributions were associated with spatial 535 heterogeneity, and hence to identify which environmental factors might contribute to local 536 adaptation and genetic variation.
537
For climatic and topographic variables, Euclidean distance matrices were calculated based on the 538 average values within each locality, whereas for categorical variables (ecoregion and vegetation) 539 distance matrices were generated based on the proportion of each factor level within localities.
540
Prior to Mantel test analysis the BIOENV procedure [65] in the vegan package was used to 541 reduce the climatic variables to a set of mostly significant. This function calculates Euclidean 542 distances for all possible subsets of scaled climatic variables and finds the maximum Spearman 543 (rank) correlation with the response distance matrix.
544
In the individual-level analysis, univariate regression models were generated for all variables in 545 order to identify the strength, direction and nature of the relationships between each 546 environmental factor and venom variation/toxin gene presence.
547
Gradient analysis. To investigate local environmental patterns at the interface between the two 548 main venom types, we performed a gradient analysis which allows to test associations between 549 phenotypic or genetic variation and environmental factors in a continuous space along a cline.
550
Two roads in Arizona offer the unique opportunity to sample across the transition from venom B 551 to venom A types: one stretching east-west ("Maricopa") and the other north-south ("Sasabe").
